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How to stop your dog from begging at the dinner table

W

HILE some dogs sit happily and
patiently near you while you’re
eating and are not attempting
to get their hands on some of
your food, there are many pesky
pooches that hang around the table “begging”
for a bite to eat.
If you have one of the latter, it’s best to nip this
in the bud quickly.
Begging often entails your dog looking at you
as if they’ve not had a meal for weeks. They are
playing on your emotions in the hope of getting
a handout and, for good measure, may also vocalise or nudge you with their nose or paw.
In addition, some dogs drool in anticipation
of what they may get if they persist at pulling
at your heartstrings. If you live with a dog that
develops “shoestring saliva” (the type that hangs
way past their muzzle), then the last thing you
want is for your dog to shake their head too close
to your plate!
Begging is a behaviour owners often unwittingly teach their dogs by rewarding impatient and

The respected WA dog behaviour consultant helps us
understand our canine companions

pushy behaviour. If begging has worked for them
before, your dog is smart enough to continue in
its efforts in the highly likely event that you’ll
crack under the pressure once you’ve noticed
their “sad face”.
Whether you feed your well-behaved dog
at the dinner table or not is entirely your choice
– what’s at the heart of the issue is what your
dog’s behaviour is like before you reward them
at the table.

So here are some tips for the pesky pooch:
✱ Vary feed times. Being unpredictable with your

dog’s feeding regime reduces their anticipation
of what is expected immediately after your meal.
Dogs are very in tune to cues and know what
comes next if those expectations are always met.
If you always feed your dog at the dinner table,
or immediately after, don’t be surprised if you’re
reinforcing excitable behaviour.
✱ Don’t reward behaviour you don’t want. This is
a simple solution with very effective results.
Wasting their energy on behaviours that don’t get
them a desired result isn’t something that dogs

continue with, so don’t feed them if they
are begging. Every member in the household
must follow this rule for it to be effective.
✱ Avoid looking at your dog. If you’re easily
influenced by the way your dog looks at you
with their expressive eyes, do your best to ignore
making eye contact. This is ultimately
a self-control exercise for dog and owner. If
you’re committed to your dog’s behaviour
improving, you’ll do it. If not, you can expect
more begging.
✱ Tell your dog what you do want it to do. If you’re
happy to have your dog next to you when eating,
ask them to sit or lie down. Do this also when
you’re not having dinner as a way to practise. If
you don’t want them lying next to you during
meals, teach them that lying at a preferred spot is
a great place to be instead. Remember to let your
dog know they’re good for doing what you’ve
asked them to.
Finally, feeding your well-behaved dog at the
dinner table isn’t going to inﬂuence them to rule
the roost in your household – that’s a myth. So,
here’s to happy eating!
✱ www.kathysdogtraining.com.au
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We have homes for people from all walks of life. Maybe it’s a great family home, maybe it’s a two storey mansion, maybe it’s a home to spend your retirement years in, or maybe it’s your ﬁrst home: WA Country Builders have
a home from their range of over 385 designs just for you. And unlike Perth builders, we can utilise a range of materials and construction methods to suit your particular environment. Brick veneer, double brick, framed and
on stumps, it’s your choice. And we know all about local conditions. In fact we have been building throughout the state for over 15 years, from Kalbarri in the north, Merredin in the east, Albany in the south and just about
everywhere in between. If you’re building a home it’s nice to know that the people you’ve trusted with your biggest investment are people that know about country building and the conditions unique to your area. As well as
our great range of houses from our own Country Homes Range, we can offer you homes from many of Perth’s leading new home builders including Metrostyle, In-Vogue, Residential Attitudes and The Rural Building Company.
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to ﬁnd a home to suit your needs freecall 1800 227 161 or visit wacountrybuilders.com.au
Ofﬁces throughout the state in Albany, Avon, Bridgetown, Bunbury, Busselton and Geraldton.
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